For the variable Zagreb indices
On the other hand, However, Conjecture 1 is not true in general. Let K n denote a complete graph on n vertices, K m,n a complete bipartite graph with m + n vertices, and S n ≅ K 1,n-1 a star on n vertices. Several counterexamples appeared earlier: the smallest counterexample S 6 ∪ K 3 Thus, while Conjecture 1 holds for several graph classes, it also has a number of counterexamples. Our goal here is to show that Conjecture 1 may hold only for very restricted graph classes, as suggested in the next section where we show that a sufficiently large star can be added to almost any graph in order to obtain a counterexample to Conjecture 1. We then extend this reasoning to variable Zagreb indices in Section 3.
ALMOST ANY GRAPH IS CONTAINED WITHIN A COUNTEREXAMPLE
For a graph G, its vertex u, and an integer a ≥ 2, let G u,a be the graph obtained from G and S a+1 by identifying vertex u with one of the leaves of S a+1 . We prove the following Theorem 2. Let G be a simple graph such that m ≥ n + δ. Then there exist a vertex u of G and a real number A, such that for any a > A, the graph G u,a is a counterexample to Conjecture 1. Proof: We have that the number of vertices and edges of G u,a are equal to n(G u,a ) = n + a and m(G u,a ) = m + a, respectively. Further,
Thus □ Thus, we may add a sufficiently large star to any graph G with m ≥ n + δ to obtain a counterexample to Conjecture 1. For example, if n ≥ 6 and δ ≥ 3, we always have that m ≥ nδ /2≥ n + δ, so Theorem 2 can be applied to any such graph.
A RELATION BETWEEN THE VARIABLE ZAGREB INDICES
The Zagreb indices have been generalized to the variable Zagreb indices 
If λ < 0 or 1 < λ then for each vertex u of G there exists a real number A u , such that for any a > A u , the graph G u,a satisfies
Proof: Let u be an arbitrary vertex of G. Then
for a constant 
For 0 < λ < 1 we obtain that 
On the other hand, for λ < 0 we have that for any a > A u . □ Notice that the inequalities in Theorem 3 hold for all graphs, while in case λ = 1 they hold in one direction for the counterexamples to Hansen's conjecture, and in another direction for other graphs. Since there are infinitely many graphs in both groups, one could consider λ = 1 to be a sort of phase change for this inequality.
